LOW GWP
HIGH ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
Solstice L40X

KEY
FEATURES OF
SOLSTICEL40X

Solstice L40X (R-455A) is a zeotropic
blend, mildly flammable refrige rant (A2L)
designed to serve as an alternative for low,
medium, and high-tem perature applications
in new systems. Its GWP of only 146 (IPCC
AR5) makes it a long-term. It provides a
close capa city match to R-404A, a similar
operating envelope when compared to
propane, and high energy efficiency.

APPLICATIONS
Solstice® L40X (R-455A) is an optimal long-term, refrigerant solution for
applications such as:
– Condensing units
– Waterloop systems for discount stores and supermarkets
– Self-contained (low- and mediumtemperature)
– Food service
– Low-temperature side of cascade systems
With a GWP of only 146, high efficiency, high critical temperature and low
critical pressure, Solstice L40X is also a potential match for other applications
such as chillers, heat pumps, or transport refrigeration. Solstice L40X has been
adopted by reputable equipment manufacturers and refrigeration contractors
in these segments.

– GWP of 146 (IPCC AR5) / 148
(IPCC AR4)
– A2L refrigerant with minimal
flammability profile
– High efficiency, high critical
temperature, and low critical
pressure
– Low discharge temperature,
similar to R-404A/R-507
– 30 % lower mass flow
compared to R-404A/R-507
provides for more compact
systems

Using Solstice L40X, retailers,
equipment manufacturers and
contractors are experiencing:
– Better efficiency and close
capacity match when
compared to R-404A
– Possibility to use Solstice
L40X for all heat transfer
applications in their store
or production site (low- and
medium-temperature, heat
recovery, air-conditioning,
heating and hot water),
allowing the design of
new, eco-efficient system
architectures.

SAFETY AND FLAMMABILITY
According to ASHRAE 34 / ISO 817,
Solstice L40X (R-455A) is classified in
safety group A2L (mildly flammable).

CHARGE LIMITATIONS AND
RISK ASSESSMENT
It is important to maintain compliance
with the instructions of the equipment
manufacturer, national safety
standards and regulations, as well as
the relevant building codes. See your
Honeywell representative for details.

GUIDANCE FOR USE IN NEW
SYSTEMS
Honeywell can provide detailed
recommendations for the use of
Solstice L40X (R-455A) in various
types of systems, including charging
of the refrigerant as well as setting
optimization. As improving COP of any
system is a common trend within the
industry, we recommend to optimize
systems by proper charge, minimizing
running superheat and reduce leaks.
The relevant component manufacturer
can provide further application advice..

For more information:
www.honeywell-refrigerants.com
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